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less air it can get, the less petrol can it make use of,
because the mixture of petrol and air has to be in a
given proportion; so that air rarefied, due either to heat
or height, means a serious falling off in engine power.
On the Mail Route you unfortunately get both, and the
aeroplanes that were originally used had not sufficiently
powerful motors to give them adequate climbing power
under all conditions that might be encountered when
the weather was hot. That is why it was often necessary
to wait until the cool of dawn to take off the ground
with a heavy load, when the maximum engine power
was needed. Once the aeroplane could be success-
fully coaxed up into the higher and cooler air, the
engines could be eased down because less effort was
required.
The Vickers Vernons belonging to Nos. 4^ and 70
Squadrons were fitted with twin Rolls-Royce Eagle VIII
engines giving 375 horse-power each. Good as these
engines were, they did not give the Vernon with its
heavy saloon hull a sufficiently good performance when
fully loaded in hot weather. When the air heats up it
becomes not only thin but turbulent. That is because'
the hot thin air becomes light and tends to fly upwards.
Something has to take its place and so colder air from
above rushes down to fill the gap. These currents of
air are called convection currents. The downward or
upward speed of the air may reach as much as a hundred
feet per minute. It will be obvious that if an aeroplane
passes into one of these and its rate of climb under
full engine power at the particular height at which it is
flying is less than a hundred feet per minute, then it will
slowly drop. If a range of hills interposes itself, the
aeroplane has nothing for it but to turn round and

